AI for
professionals
Understand your data. Unlock your competitive advantage, with Watson.
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Watson Patterns

Watson is AI from IBM

The Watson
difference
Powered by the latest innovations in
machine learning, Watson lets you
learn more with less data. Integrate
AI into your most important
business processes, informed by
IBM’s rich industry expertise. Build
models from scratch, or leverage
our APIs and pre-trained business
solutions. Your data and insights
belong to you - and you alone.

Why Watson?
Protect your insights
Only Watson gives you complete
control of what’s important to you.
With Watson on the IBM Cloud, you
maintain ownership of your data,
insights, training, and IP.
Reimagine your workflows
Your business processes get smarter
with Watson. From healthcare and
education to finance, transportation,
and energy, Watson is trained by
leading experts in your field, so you
can quickly embed into your existing
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workflows. Watson understands the
language of your industry and taps
into deep domain knowledge to
help you make more informed
decisions faster.
Learn more with less data
Your data is valuable, no matter how
much (or little) you have. Watson can
ingest, enrich, and normalize a wide
variety of data types without any
additional integration, allowing you
to leverage data from a broad range
of sources with ease.

Watson Advantages

Accelerate
Research
& Discovery

Pain points

Benefits

4,300%

With Watson, you can conduct
rigorous, domain-specific research
faster, uncovering insights and
new opportunities by combing
through diverse data sources and
extracting the information you find
most important.

There’s not enough time for your
employees to mine all of the data
relevant to your company.

increase in annual data
production by 2020 is predicted
by experts.1

Spend less time looking for
the information you need
and more time acting on it.

50,000GB

Domains
— Research

per second growth rate for data.2

— Marketing

Digest more data

90%

of data today has been created
in the last two years alone.3
Structured the unstructured

— Procurement

2.5M

— Operations

scientific papers are published
in English each year. 4

Effectively manage information

2.5B

gigabytes of data are produced
each day, worldwide.5

Spend time wisely

8.8 hours

are wasted each week by workers
looking for information.6
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Use data to your advantage
with these Watson products
Watson Discovery
Discover the hidden value
in your data with the world’s
most advanced cloud-native
insight engine.
Learn More
Watson Knowledge Studio
Make Watson a smart R&D tool by
empowering experts to teach Watson
your industry.
Learn More
Watson for Drug Discovery
Watson for Drug Discovery allows
researchers to generate new
hypotheses and analyzes scientific
knowledge and data to reveal
connections that can help increase
the likelihood of drug breakthroughs.

“

“

Competitors don’t have the
cognitive functionality that
IBM has—IBM stands alone.
Marc Dispensa, Chief Technology Officer, Equals 3

Equals 3 created its Lucy platform
to help marketers derive insights
from massive amounts of marketing
data and convert those insights into
strategy. Powered by Watson, Lucy is
able to understand natural language
queries — learning as marketers
work with her — and build profiles
according to user specifications,
inputs, and other data.

15X

Boosts effectiveness
by analyzing more
data sources with one
intuitive interface

acceleration in decision-making,
reducing analysis time from about
three weeks to just one day.

75%

reduction in in thirdparty analysis costs
by helping enterprises
analyze their own
structured and
unstructured data.
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Learn more

Read the full case study

Contact us

Connect with an IBM

97%

Delivers new
business value
to organizations
by extracting
precise insights
from their
unexplored
customer data

Based in Brisbane, Australia,
Max Kelsen is an analytics and
software engineering agency
specializing in applying machinelearning and AI technologies to
drive innovation. The company
employs data scientists, research
analysts, and software engineers
who help enterprises uncover
rich, actionable insights from
under-tapped internal and
public data sets, including social
media. The company selected
IBM Watson Discovery services
to build an insight engine for
powering a new AI platform
that can deliver highly accurate,
detailed insights into customer
experiences.

“

The depths of analysis
we’re able to achieve
with our Watson tooling
is far beyond what we
were able to achieve
beforehand.

— IBM Cloud
— IBM Watson Discovery
— IBM Watson Knowledge Studio
— IBM Watson Natural

“

Products

Nicholas Therkelsen-Terry,
Chief Executive Officer and
Cofounder, Max Kelsen
6

accuracy achieved in
detecting citizen concerns
new insights that a local
government entity used to
drive ROI on initiatives to
improve citizen experiences.

Learn more

Read the full case study

Contact us

2 wks

to create AI models using
Watson tools that save the
startup time and money by
not requiring coding.

Connect with an IBM expert

Watson Advantages

Scale
expertise
& learning
Combining every employee’s
expertise with your industry’s latest
learning, each of you knows as
much as all of you.

Domains
— HR
— Legal
— Sales
— Field Technicians

Pain points

Benefits with Watson

As boomers retire, there’s a
massive shift out of the workforce,
and the demand for technical skills
is greater than the supply. The time
it takes to find the right information,
dig through data and research, and
perform the analysis puts a strain
on resources.

The majority of an organization’s
knowledge lives buried in vast
collections of technical documents
or locked in the heads of veteran
employees who have learned
countless lessons from experience.
Watson captures this invaluable
knowledge and expertise to make
it easily accessible to a much wider
segment of your business.

40%

of global employers report talent
shortages, and the number of
employers training and developing
existing employees to fill open
positions has doubled to over half.7

~10,000

baby boomers are retiring every
day – along with their expertise and
institutional knowledge.8

1/3 of a day

is lost by banks for salespeople is
spent actually talking to prospects.

21%
17%
17%
12%
12%
7

of their day
writing emails
entering
data
prospecting &
researching leads
going to internal
meetings
scheduling
calls9

Overcome talent gaps

46%

of millennials believe they have the
skills required for Industry 4.0.10

Jumpstart recruitment

38%

of law partners will retire
in the next decade.11

Prevent burnout

$1B

lost by banks every year
as burned-out employees quit.12

Retain learnings

18%

of oil and gas employees will
soon retire and take their
knowledge with them.13

Scale expertise with these
Watson products
Watson Discovery
Ensure that everyone in the organization
has access that includes deep insights
with fully managed cloud-native engine.
Learn More
Watson Assistant
Scale your chatbot by seamlessly
connecting messaging channels and
web environments.
Learn More
Watson Knowledge Studio
Teach Watson to understand domain
language and apply what you’ve taught
across multiple applications.
Learn More
Watson Health
Stay confident in your approach to
personalized care approaches and
enable more precise cancer therapies.
Learn More
Sales in the Age of AI
Watson helps sales teams build strong
relationships & get ahead of competition
with spot-on sales intelligence.
Learn More
Build an Insight Engine
Work with Watson to develop AIpowered insight engines to win, serve,
and retain customers.
Learn More
Empowering your workforce
with AI Learn More

Woodside Energy is Australia’s
largest independent oil and
gas company. Some of its
employees are based on
off-shore facilities for twoweek deployments. Their jobs
require extreme precision, and
conditions must be perfect
before any action can be
taken. Working with Watson,
Woodside Energy built a
customized tool that allowed
its employees to find detailed
answers to highly specific
questions—even on remote oil
and gas facilities.

+38,000

Woodside documents
were loaded into Watson
ion IBM Cloud.

30-year
equivalence of practical
engineering experience.

Woodside employees
anywhere in the world
can access 30 years of
expertise and locate
technical data to make
quicker, smarter, more
fact-based decisions.

Products
— IBM Cloud
— IBM Watson Natural
Language Classifier
— IBM Watson Discovery
— IBM Watson Assistant
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75%

Reduction in time spent
searching for expert
knowledge by using Watson.

Learn more

Read the full case study

Contact us

Connect with an IBM expert

Strengthened
reputation and
credibility in the
staffing industry,
attracting new
customers around
the world
based Forum Engineering Inc. is a
temporary staffing agency specializing
in the placement of technical and
engineering contractors. The company
helps companies of all sizes fill
positions in machinery, electrical work,
communications, IT, and chemicals.
Forum Engineering created an AIbased staffing solution that analyzes
structured and unstructured data and

“

Cognitive computing is
revolutionizing the staffing
industry by using ‘dark’
data to facilitate faster,
more accurate matches.

provides a matching index. The index

“

Established in 1981, Tokyo, Japan-

Masahiro Takeuchi, Chief Infomation Officer,
Forum Engineering Inc.

weighs quantitative factors, such as
years of experience, and qualitative
characteristics, such as an engineer’s
past performance working on a team,
to find the best fit.

83%
increase

Products
— IBM Cloud
— Watson Assistant

in matching improvement –
reducing the number of
matching attempts from
six to one.

— Watson Discovery
— Personality Insights
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Learn more

Read the full case study

Contact us

Connect with an IBM expert

Watson Advantages

Recommend
with
Confidence
Teach systems about industry
parameters and nuances
to ensure they take every
important factor into account
when you make a decision.

Pain points

Benefits with Watson

With an influx of data and limited
resources to keep up with it, it’s
difficult to make sound connections
from all of the information. Making
the wrong decision can be costly can
be costly for your business - both
financially and culturally.

Even the best experts can’t keep up
with all the information they have
access to, especially in fields that
are constantly evolving. By teaching
Watson about the parameters that
matter to you, you can be confident in
the knowledge that you’ve taken every
important factor into account when
making a decision or recommendation.

75%

of employers say they have hired the
wrong person; the average cost of
one bad hire was nearly $17,000.13

Domains
— Customer Service

67%

— Recruiting
— Tax Preparation

of consumers will grant banks
access to more personal data,
but 63 percent want more tailored
advice from their bank.14

— Insurance
— Healthcare

4,300%
increase

predicted by experts in annual
data production by 2020.15

Give sound advice

80%

of customers are interested in
computer-generated financial advice.16

Profile customers

36%

of millennial customers expect
interactive tools to help them
purchase the right product.17

Access the right data

163ZB

of data will be created annually
by 2025. (1 ZB = 1 trillion GB).18

Better assess risk

74,069
pages
10

compose the full U.S tax code.19

Gain assurance with these
Watson products and solutions
Watson Discovery
Make smart recommendations by
unlocking new intelligence from
vast quantities of structured and
unstructured data while developing
deep, predictive insights.
Learn More
Watson Knowledge Studio
Teach Watson to understand the
language of your industry or organization
to increase the power of insights.
Learn More
Build your insight engine
Work with Watson to develop an
AI-powered insight engine to win,
serve, and retain customers.
Learn More
Learn more about making informed
decisions with AI
Learn More

DeAnn Gould-Lancaster, H&R Block Tax Pro

“

H&R Block tax professionals and
IBM development teams are training
Watson on the language of taxes.
They’re applying the technology
to the thousands of tax-related
questions and topics discussed
with an H&R Block Tax Pro during
the return filing process. During
the tax preparation interview with
tax pros, Watson can understand
context, interpret intent, and draw
connections between a client’s
responses to suggest credits and
deductions that may be available.
This is the future of tax preparation,
and H&R Block with Watson is
leading the way.

“

Customer service is at the
heart of everything we do
at H&R Block, and this
experience will make that
heart beat faster and stronger.

H&R Block with Watson
combines the expertise of

70,000

tax pros with powerful Watson
technology to help ensure clients
get back what they deserve.

Products
Learn more

— Watson Assistant

Read the full case study
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Since implementation,
over 11 million tax
returns have been
touched by Watson,
ensuring H&R Block tax
professionals are offering
their clients the best
service possible.

Contact us

Connect with an IBM expert

Identifying opportunity
to evolve core business functions
that relied on manual gathering of
critical data from incomplete or
disparate sources.

As one of the Big Four audit, tax,
and advisory firms, KPMG LLP has
built its reputation on leadership
in the profession, deep industry
knowledge, and professional
relationships with its clients.
Continuing their journey of more
than a century of innovation, they
are applying the power of artificial
intelligence (AI) and cognitive
systems to their audit, tax, and
advisory areas. With Watson,
KPMG is innovating to further
empower their employees to work
smarter, gain insights faster, sustain
execution of high quality audits,
and further enhance the value of
the services they deliver to tax and
advisory clients.

Now, the application of AI
technologies makes it possible
to rapidly analyze larger, more
complete populations of financial
and non-financial data that provide
deeper insights into a company’s
business, risks, processes, controls,
and financial reporting.

Driving innovation
by integrating AI into their
workflows, they are addressing a
key problem their industry faces in
virtually everything they do.
With their ability to look at more
data both within the audited
organization as well as through
access to informationin the public
domain, the right AI technologies
can offer invaluable insights for the
independent auditor.

Products
— Watson Discovery
— Watson Natural Language
Understanding
— Watson Knowledge Studio
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KPMG is driving towards a
future where its partners’ and
employees’ work product is
enriched by having access to
powerful insights from relevant
structured and unstructured
data at their fingertips.

Read More about KPMG
and Watson
Three lessons KPMG put to
use with their Cognitive Lab
How KPMG uses AI to
empower their auditors
KPMG is driving faster,
more accurate and more
beneficial tax decisions

Learn more

Read the full case study

Contact us

Connect with an IBM expert

Watson Advantages

Detect
Liabilities
& Mitigate
Risk

Pain points

Benefits with Watson

Risk is a constant reality for
every organization, and it
comes in many forms.

Identify compliance issues quickly
and easily to protect the way you
run your business. Watson is able
to read and understand regulations
and detect threat-related anomalies,
helping protect your organization
from risk in its various forms. Watson
also offers simple, intuitive training
processes that make it easy to
update the system on new findings,
ensuring that your business stays
up-to-date and secure at all times.

$93B

Watson gives your business
distinct advantages. Beyond
Train systems to understand
optimizing the tasks you already
and keep up with constantly
do, AI enables new ways of doing
changing regulations and
business. Here are six powerful
privacy obligations.
ways Watson can improve the way
your organization runs.
Domains
— Legal

— Customer Service

security spending in worldwide
information security.20

918
breaches

compromising 1.9 billion data records
in the first six months of 2017, an
increase of 164% compared to the
same period in 2016.21

— Service

$400B/year
cost of cyber-attacks businesses.22

62%

of firms are expecting regulators
to publish even more regulatory
information in the coming year 22% are expecting significantly
more.23
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Contract Efficiency

40%

of a deal’s value can be lost
due to poor contracting.24

Stay compliant

€20M

in possible fines could be
imposed on companies failing
to comply with GDPR.25

Protect your business with
these Watson products
Watson Discovery
Recognize liabilities before they
become risks by monitoring trends,
surfacing patterns, and uncovering
deep connections in your data.
Learn More
Watson for Cybersecurity
IBM QRadar Security Advisor with
Watson helps you gain insight into
incidents, threats, and risks.
Learn More
Watson Care Manager
Watson Care Manager helps integrate
information from multiple systems and
scales to meet demands of growing
populations.
Learn More

Address your
governance needs
Watson Compare & Comply
Watson Compare & Comply turns
documents into data and enables
procurement, legal, analyst, and
governance teams to spot risk.
Learn More
AI can help you keep up
with changing regulations
Learn More

2

industry
firsts

1. Ask Watson a Question and
Related Concepts.
Data privacy professionals have
an enormous challenge on their
hands, as they must maintain
an up-to-the-minute knowledge
of ever-changing regulations
and rules, oftentimes across
multiple global jurisdictions.
To address these challenges,
Thomson Reuters partnered with
IBM Watson to develop Data
Privacy Advisor, a global research,
compliance, and currentawareness offering for data
privacy professionals.

Ask Watson a Question is a
state-of-the-art, questionanswering feature that allows
data privacy professionals to
ask natural language questions
and receive sentence-level
answers with confidence
indicators.
2. Related Concepts surfaces
additional topics that users
may want to investigate to
further their research.

Products
Learn more

— Watson Natural Language
Classifier

Read the full case study

— Watson Discovery

Read the story

— Watson Natural Language
Understanding

Read the blog

— IBM Cloud

Contact us

Connect with an IBM expert
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Watson Advantages

Anticipate
& Preempt
Disruptions

Pain points

Benefits with Watson

When systems fail, there are
serious consequences. Not only
are customers dissatisfied, such
disruptions and outages cost
companies millions of dollars.

It’s always better to address
small issues early than to wait for them
to escalate. Use Watson to monitor
the condition of your systems and
equipment and alert you immediately
of any issues that could lead to bigger,
more costly disruptions in the future.

62%

Use AI to constantly monitor the
condition of systems that power
your business to ensure bigger
problems don’t disrupt your work.

of customers will consider
switching to a competitor
after only one or two bad
experiences.26

Domains
— Customer Service

+46%

— Maintenance and Repair
— Computer Sciences

in the average cost of datacenter
downtime is on a rising curve,
increasing from 2010 to 2016
and from an average cost of
$505,502 to $740,357.27

— Manufacturing

Prevents outages

150M

lost when a major airline shut
down for five hours.28

Maintain assets

$389M

lost every year due to subway
delays in New York City.29

Avoid downtime

14 hours
of downtime suffered
by businesses each year
when they have no
recovery policy in places.30

15

Anticipate and preempt
disruptions with these Watson
products
Watson Discovery
By detecting system anomalies,
Watson Discovery helps you
preempt problems.
Learn More
Watson IoT Platform
A range of IoT devices helps you
monitor and anticipate disruptions.
Learn More
Watson Care Manager
Watson Care Manager integrates
information from multiple systems
and scales to meet demands of
growing populations.
Learn More

Acquire greater insights with
these IBM products
IBM and Salesforce
Watson brings insights directly into the
Salesforce platform, accelerating accurate
decision-making across industries.
Learn More
Monitor, analyze, and recommend
maintenance activities for your most
high-value assets.
Learn More
The Weather Company
Aggregates rich business and consumer
data to deliver reliable, actionable
information and analytics.
Learn More

KONE services

+1M

elevators and
escalators that
move a billion
people a day.

KONE uses the IBM Watson
IoT platform and its cognitive
capabilities in many different
ways to help solve multiple
problems. For example, it
helps predict the condition of

For maintenance crews,
less downtime
Fewer faults and detailed
information for maintenance
crews on the performance
and usage of equipment.

Watson is able to
analyze IoT sensors in
each and every elevator.

an elevator or an escalator,
thereby helping customers
manage their equipment
over its life cycle. By bringing
artificial intelligence into
services, KONE can help predict
and suggest resolutions to
potential problems.

For customers,
less waiting time

Products

Fewer delays, and the potential for
new, personalized experiences.

— Watson IoT

Learn more

Read the full case study

Contact us

Connect with an IBM expert
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Watson Advantages

Enrich
Interactions
Reduce response times, increase
the number of transactions, and
make every interaction meaningful
and productive.

Domains

Pain points

Benefits with Watson

The need to reach customers in
meaningful ways has never been
more important.

You can’t be everywhere at once,
and neither can your employees.
Train Watson to recognize intent
behind the most common requests
and popular entities that your
audience mentions, ensuring every
interaction with your brand is
tailored, meaningful, and engaging.

62%

of customers will consider
switching to a competitor after only
one or two bad experiences.31

64%

— Customer Service
— Marketing

of consumers expect real-time
responses at any time.32

25%

would pay more for a better customer
experience, regardless of product type. 33

Value customer time

73%

of U.S. consumers say valuing
time is the most important
thing a brand can do.34

Individualize experiences

86%

of customers say personalization
influences their purchasing decision.35

Increase customer retention

52%

of B2C Customers stopped
buying after one bad customer
service interaction.36

Provide consistency

12 channels
17

will be the average number
of ways customers engage
with brands by 2019.37

Elevate your customer
interactions with these Watson
products and IBM Solutions
Future of the Call Center
Watson offers AI solutions for customer
self-service across multiple channels
that help improve experiences, increase
satisfaction, and reduce churn.
Learn More
Watson Discovery
Spend less time struggling with data and
more time unlocking its potential to find
the answers you need.
Learn More
Watson Assistant
Easily scale your chatbot across multiple
channels to reach your customers.
Learn More
Watson Marketing Insights
Watson Marketing Insights helps
your business profile customers,
anticipate behaviors, and engage
with prioritized audiences.
Learn More
Watson Customer Engagement
IBM’s breadth of customer engagement
solutions with Watson breaks down
communication silos, advances
cognitive marketing, and helps build
omnichannel solutions that speak to
each and every customer.
Learn More
Learn more about the Age
of Customer Empowerment
Learn More

5–10 min

99%

time for case resolution,
reduced from a day and a half.
And the five to 10 minutes
is because that’s how long a
customer needs to type in or
find specific information, such
as matching a serial number
to an entitlement or contract.

For more than 34 years, software
giant Autodesk sold its popular
3D design, engineering and
entertainment software under
perpetual desktop licensing
agreements. However, the way
customers wanted to buy and
access products has changed.
Recognizing that shifting to a
subscription business model
requires real-time customer
service and support, Autodesk
developed a virtual agent to
interact with customers and
improve their experiences.

improvement in customer
response times for Autodesk
by implementing Watson.

↑10pt

in customer satisfaction
levels because customers
don’t have to wait as
long to have their
questions answered.

100,000
conversations supported
per month, easing the
burden on call center staff.

Products
— Watson Assistant

60

use cases to quickly resolve
easy requests so that agents
can focus on helping
customers with complex issues.

14M

total sentences analyzed for
keywords, entities, phrases,
clusters, and other speech and
language patterns.

18

Learn more

5.4 min
Drastically reduces resolution
time from 1.5 days to just 5.4
minutes for most inquiries.

Read the full case study

Contact us

Connect with an IBM expert

First
Bradesco pulled away
from the pack when it
became the first bank in
Brazil to use to use selflearning, AI technology to
interact with branch agents
through spoken and written
inquiries—and the first
anywhere in Portuguese.

Bradesco is one of the
biggest and fastest-growing
banking and financial services
institutions in Brazil. The bank
recognized that international
expansion could provide some
growth opportunities, but saw
the need to improve service
to existing customers as a top
priority. Working with Watson,
Bradesco created a virtual
customer service solution to
provide support for call center
agents. The agents, who
answer a variety of costumer
queries every day, now have
an AI system that recognizes,
understands, and answers
these questions with a high
level of accuracy.

<6mos.

of training, the solution
was capable of answering
questions about 11 products
within the Bradesco portfolio
with a high level of accuracy.

Products
— Watson Assistant
— Watson Discovery

85%

— IBM Dev Ops Monitoring
— Analytics

19

accuracy rate achieved
for understanding written
and spoken questions.

Learn more

Read the full case study

Contact us

Connect with an IBM expert

Watson Business Solutions

Expert Assist
An IBM-led, four-week engagement
to deploy Watson with your content.

Contact us
For more information regarding
this offering or any of our services,
please contact your Watson sales
representative or visit
ibm.biz/watsonconversation

Customer-facing professionals, such
as call center agents and subjectmatter experts, require instant access
to information to resolve issues,
answer questions or cross-sell/upsell a
customer. When information is difficult
to find, average call handling time (AHT)
increases, and customer and employee
satisfaction decrease.

Empowers agents with real-time
answers. Enables an intuitive,
human-friendly interface. Teaches
the solution the language of your
industry. Improves AHT and FCR,
and reduces churn.

The Expert Assist solution uses
Conversation with Watson Assistant,
Watson Discovery, and Watson
Knowledge Studio to provide AIpowered search, enabling professionals
to quickly find answers rather than
sifting through multiple systems or
documents.

The solution is delivered over a
four-week time frame with a threestep approach:

A three-step approach
to get started

Benefits

1. Prepare your task checklist
During the first two weeks, IBM
experts will collaborate with your
team as you perform the tasks
required to successfully configure the
solution. A kick-off session will be
scheduled to review the business use
case, walk through the preparatory
tasks, and identify the best methods
to complete each task. Your team will
have two weeks to complete each
task, during which IBM will provide
remote guidance. Next, we’ll have a
checkpoint to evaluate completion of
tasks to determine if you are ready to
begin execution.

Use IBM’s expertise and Watson’s
APIs to quickly build a working
prototype improves customer
engagement and loyalty. The Expert
Assist solution helps accelerate your
time-to-market with a customized
cognitive AI application that uses and
learns from all of your data.

2. Execute the solution
During the two-week execution
phase, IBM experts will work
remotely to train the Watson Services
to align to your business needs by
using the content and knowledge

Watson’s ability to understand
questions in natural language enables
an intuitive and human-friendly
interface for users. Watson adapts to
nuances in language specific to your
company or industry, delivering more
relevant answers, faster. Improve first
call resolution (FCR) to increase
satisfaction, while growing your
business by cross-selling/up-selling
new opportunities.

provided during the prepare phase.
At the end of this phase, the
solution will undergo testing and
calibration as the team prepares
for the final read out.

3. Final read out
The implementation will conclude
with a final read out that occurs
with your executive sponsors.
During the session, IBM will show
a live demo of the solution, after
which your team can provide
feedback. We’ll end with a highlevel discussion on how to further
mature and enhance the solution.

Requirements
The success of the project is
predicated on the continuous
attendance and active participation
of your team. It is the responsibility
of your team to provide the
materials, content, and knowledge
that the IBM experts will use to
configure and develop the solution.

Watson Business Solution

Voice of the
Customer
An IBM-led, four-week engagement
to deploy Watson with your content.

Customer feedback comes from
many channels, in many formats,
and from many systems. Most
organizations struggle to aggregate
all this customer feedback for a
holistic view.

prototype that can improve customer
engagement and loyalty. The Voice
of the Customer Solution helps
accelerate your time-to-market with
a customized AI application that
uses all your data.

Watson’s Voice of the Customer
solution, you can combine data
from multiple sources to enhance
customer service, and improve
products and employee efficiency.

A three-step approach
to get started

The Voice of the Customer solution
leverages Watson Discovery Service
and Watson Knowledge Studio
to automatically enrich your data
and reveal actionable insights from
the sentiment, emotion, entities,
concepts, and keywords mentioned
in your customers’ feedback.
Improve customer satisfaction and
employee efficiency by:

Contact us
For more information regarding
this offering or any of our services,
please contact your Watson sales
representative or visit
ibm.biz/watsonconversation

– Getting early warning of trends,
based on customer feedback
– Addressing escalating customer
interactions with early intervention
– Targeting the right customers with
the right products and the right
messages
– Knowing where to invest in your
business to drive revenue and
customer adoption

Benefits
Leverage IBM’s expertise and Watson
APIs to quickly build a working

The solution is delivered over a
four week time frame with a threestep approach:

1. Prepare your task checklist
During the first two weeks, IBM
experts will collaborate with your
team as you perform the tasks
required to successfully configure
the solution. A kick-off session
will be scheduled to review the
business use case, walk through
the preparatory tasks, and identify
the best methods to complete each
task. Your team will have two weeks
to complete each task during which
IBM will provide remote guidance.
Next, we’ll have a checkpoint to
evaluate completion of tasks to
determine if you are ready to begin
execution.

2. Execute the solution
During the two week execute phase
IBM experts will work remotely to
train the Watson Services to align to

your business needs by using the
content and knowledge provided
during the prepare phase. At the
end, the solution will undergo
testing and calibration as the team
prepares for the final read out.

3. Final read out
The implementation will conclude
with a final read out that occurs
with your executive sponsors.
During the session, IBM will show
a live demo of the solution, after
which your team can provide
feedback. At the end of this
phase, we’ll end with a high-level
discussion on how to further
mature and enhance the solution.

Requirements
The success of the project is
predicated on the continuous
attendance and active participation
of your team. It is the responsibility
of your team to provide the
materials, content, and knowledge
that the IBM experts will use to
configure and develop the solution.

Watson Business Solution

Compliance
Assist on
IBM Public
Cloud
An IBM-led, four-week engagement
to deploy Watson with your content.

Contact us
For more information regarding
this offering or any of our services,
please contact your Watson sales
representative or visit
ibm.biz/watsonconversation

Companies struggle to efficiently
ensure compliance, as governing legal
documents are continuously created
and modified by a large number of
professionals.
Watson’s Compliance Assist
empowers your employees by helping
them quickly discover discrepancies
in legal documents, efficiently revise
contracts, and more consistently
identify risks.
Compliance Assist uses IBM Watson
Discovery Service with Element
Classification to improve employee
efficiency and reduce risks by:
— Automatically identifying and
classifying sentences based on their
party (to whom it refers), nature (type
of element), and category (specific
class) within contracts
— Storing your contracts and allowing
users to search for specific clauses
within a document
— Visually comparing sentences and
clauses across documents to ensure
proper compliance

Benefits
Compliance Assist is designed to
illustrate the exciting ways we can
enhance your business by combining
your data with Watson’s cognitive
APIs. Use IBM’s expertise to build a
foundational solution that demonstrates
how Watson can improve your

compliance and employee efficiency.
The Compliance Assist solution will help
you accelerate your time-to-market with
a AI application that is tailored for you,
with your data.

A three-step approach
to get started
The solution is delivered over
a four week time frame with
a three-step approach:

1. Prepare your task checklist
During the first two weeks of the
engagement, IBM experts will collaborate
with your team as you perform all
preparatory tasks required to successfully
configure the solution. A kick-off session
will be scheduled to review the business
use case, walk through the preparatory
tasks, and identify the best methods to
complete each task. Your team will have
two weeks to complete each task during
which IBM will be available for remote
guidance as needed. A checkpoint will
occur at the end of the two weeks to
evaluate the completion status of each
task and determine if your team is ready
to begin the execute phase.

2. Execute the solution
The work performed during the prepare
phase will enable the IBM team to build
out the Compliance Assist application.
During the two week long execute phase,
IBM experts will work remotely to tailor

the solution to your business
scenario using the knowledge
provided during the prepare phase.

3. Final read out and
on-demand consulting
The engagement will conclude with
code hand-off and a final read out
with your executive sponsors. During
the session, IBM will conduct a live
demonstration of the Compliance
Assist of the solution, after which
your team can provide feedback. The
Read Out project will conclude with a
high-level discussion on how to move
forward to mature and enhance the
solution. It will be followed by 60
days of on-demand consulting to
provide transitional guidance.

Requirements
The success of the project is
predicated on the continuous
attendance and active participation
of your team. It is the responsibility
of your team to provide materials,
content, and knowledge that IBM
experts will use to configure and
develop the Compliance
Assist solution.

Watson Business Solution

Customer
Care Virtual
Agent
An IBM-led, four-week engagement
to deploy Watson with your content.

Customer service agents are
overloaded with the same frequently
asked questions and repetitive
business processes that make
it harder to deliver exceptional
customer service.
Watson’s Customer Care Virtual
Agent enables you to reduce costs
and improve efficiency by letting
Watson automate responses to
common customer service questions
(Tier 1 support).

Benefits
Use IBM’s expertise and Watson
APIs to quickly build a working
prototype that can improve customer
engagement and loyalty. The Customer
Care Virtual Agent helps accelerate
your time-to-market with a customized
AI application that uses all your data.
1. Natural Language Understanding
Watson’s ability to understand end
user questions in natural language
enables an intuitive and humanfriendly interface for customers.

Contact us
For more information regarding
this offering or any of our services,
please contact your Watson sales
representative or visit
ibm.biz/watsonconversation

2. Pre-trained content
Customer Care Virtual Agent comes
with a set of pre-built capabilities that
work right out of the box. These core
capabilities cover the most common
customer service queries for four
industries:
– Customer service
– Energy
– Retail banking
– Telecom

3. Improved customer satisfaction
Answer the most common customer
queries in the very first interaction.
When human intervention is required,
easily escalate to an agent via Slack,
LiveEngage, or Salesforce Service
Cloud.

A three-step approach
to get started
The solution is delivered over a four
week time frame with a three-step
approach:

1. Prepare your task checklist
During the first two weeks, IBM
experts will collaborate with your team
as you perform the tasks required to
successfully configure the solution.
A kick-off session will be scheduled
to review the business use case,
walk through the preparatory tasks,
and identify the best methods to
complete each task. Your team will
have two weeks to complete each
task during which IBM will provide
remote guidance. Next, we’ll have a
checkpoint to evaluate completion of
tasks to determine if you are ready to
begin execution.

2. Execute the solution
During the two week execute phase
IBM experts will work remotely to train
the Watson Services to align to your
business needs by using the content

and knowledge provided during
the prepare phase. At the end
of this phase,, the solution will
undergo testing and calibration
as the team prepares for the final
read out.

3. Final read out
The implementation will conclude
with a final read out that occurs
with your executive sponsors.
During the session, IBM will show
a live demo of the solution, after
which your team can provide
feedback. We’ll end with a highlevel discussion on how to further
mature and enhance the solution.

Requirements
The success of the project is
predicated on the continuous
attendance and active participation
of your team. It is the responsibility
of your team to provide the
materials, content, and knowledge
that the IBM experts will use to
configure and develop the solution.

Watson Patterns

The long-tail problem

Watson
Assistant
& Watson
Discovery

Oftentimes, virtual conversational
interfaces receive questions that
fall outside of what they’ve been
trained to answer. Dealing with
user inputs that require additional
information or data is what we call
the long-tail problem.

Enhance your chatbot with the ability
to extract insights from knowledge
bases to answer difficult questions
with confidence & efficiency.

Learn more
— Blog: Program your chatbot to handle
“long-tail” questions
— Blog: 8 Steps to Build a chatbot with
Watson Assistant & Discovery
— Video: How to build a chatbot with
Watson Assistant and Discovery

Contact us
For more information regarding
Watson Assistant and Discovery
or any of our other services
please contact your Watson
sales representative or visit:
Watson Assistant
Watson Discovery

These types of questions are more
complex, less common, and require
looking through a knowledge base
of information for relevant content.
Although your company may have
the documentation available to
answer more complex questions,
it’s impossible to find the relevant
data without advanced search
capabilities. As a result, these longtail questions are usually left
unanswered or handed-off to an in
person representative.

Our solution
Teaming Watson Assistant and
Discovery enables you to create
a chatbot with long-tail search
capabilities to answer high-value
questions in real-time.
How do these technologies work
together? Watson Assistant powers
the basic Q&A using intents,
relationships and natural language.
When the system encounters a
question it hasn’t been trained to
answer, it can call on the Discovery
Service to mine for relevant insights
in your company’s documents. As

a result, your chatbot can understand
and answer questions more
effectively, quickly, and accurately.

saves up to 75% of agency costs
and increases decision-making
15-fold.

Top use cases

3. Customer decision-making
Ensure the decisions you
make for customers consider
all relevant data. Using our
services, Cloud Therapy built a
cognitive solution that enables
pharmaceutical companies and
doctors to extract value from
several years’ worth of clinical
studies, drug research, and
genomics data. Doctors can
use natural language to ask the
system about symptoms and find
answers to rare cases.

Embedding Watson Assistant
and Discovery into your company
processes can improve daily
workflow across multiple functions:
1. Call center optimization
50% of customer support calls go
unresolved. Enable your call center
agents to handle more complex
questions to improve efficiency and
customer experience. One global
insurance customer has reduced its
call center volumes more than 20%,
and expects that to increase. With
instant responses from the chatbot,
agents can now answer customer
queries more quickly and efficiently,
improving customer satisfaction.
2. Employee search engine
Empower your employees with
simplified search capabilities of
the company resources. Equals 3’s
“Lucy” solution provides one intuitive
interface where any employee can
ask simple questions to query all
the enterprise’s marketing data
and zero-in on the latest customer
priorities to help refine marketing
plans without waiting for third-party
analysts. By reducing the need for
agency analysis, the new solution also

Get started
Start building your chatbot with
long-tail search capabilities using
our Developer Starter Kit

Watson Patterns

Watson
Assistant
& Tone
Analyzer
Make full use of the valuable data
in your chatbot conversations to
grow customer engagement and
personalize user experience.

Learn More
— Blog: Future of Customer Service
and Call Centers
— Demo: Tone Analyzer for Customer
Engagement

The value user
engagement data

62%

of customers will consider switching
to a competitor after only 1 or 2 bad
experiences.38 This situation can and
should be avoided.
Today, companies are competing
on the experiences they offer
customers and their ability to
personalize interactions. When
built well, a chatbot becomes an
opportunity for a company to not
only support customers, but to also
gather unstructured data in user
conversations and leverage it for
future decisions. This is the value of
capturing engagement data.

Our solution
Integrating Watson Assistant and
Tone Analyzer enables you to analyze
the tone of customer service and
customer support conversations so
you can provide the best service.
How do these technologies work
together? When an interaction
begins with Watson Assistant, the
application takes the user input and
processes it through Tone Analyzer’s
customer engagement endpoint. For
each utterance of a conversation, the
system reports the most prevalent
subset of the following seven tones:
sad, frustrated, satisfied, excited,

polite, impolite, and sympathetic.
Once tone is detected, your chatbot
can refer to its dialog flow and adapt
its responses accordingly. As a

result, your chatbot can personalize
conversations and your company
can improve customer satisfaction.

Watson Patterns

Top use cases

Watson
Assistant
& Tone
Analyzer

Combining Watson Assistant and
Tone Analyzer can improve employee
workflow and customer experience
across multiple functions.
1. Better understand your customers
When are your customers excited?
What makes them disappointed?
Leverage the data captured in virtual
conversations to create holistic
consumer profiles for stronger
engagement.
Using Watson Assistant and Tone
Analyzer, InMoment can easily gather
unstructured customer feedback and
quickly analyze it to find actionable
business direction. The ability to
process unstructured text is the key
to unlocking deep and immediate
customer insights.
Watch the video

Contact Us
For more information regarding
Watson Assistant and Tone
Analyzer, please contact your
Watson Sales Representative.

2. Identify marketing opportunities
Understand the tone and direction
of a conversation, so your bot can
recognize opportunities to up-sell a
new product or ask for a favorable
review. Similarly, understand which
products or touchpoints cause negative
reactions from users. Leverage the data
captured in conversations to create
holistic customer profiles for stronger
engagement.
Equals 3’s Lucy solution uses chat data
captured in its chat bot conversations
to help create complete portraits of
target customers. Key data points like

tone help marketers helps marketers
understand which interactions
connect with specific audiences.
Read more
3. Enrich user interactions
Create chat bots that empathize with
users and improve overall experience.
You might respond to sadness with,
“I’m sorry you are upset about this
problem,” or to satisfaction with,
“I’m glad you are satisfied with our
service.”
Read More
Combine Watson Assistant and
Tone Analyzer in your call center
to find opportunities to train agents
on how to better communicate.
For example, enable your chat bots to
recognize when a customer is getting
frustrated so it can hand-off to a live
agent.
Learn more

4. Understand the health
and wellness of users
Your employees are your biggest
asset. Leverage insights from
Watson Assistant + Tone Analyzer to
better understand workers’ attitudes
and how you can offer the strongest
support possible.
Volume Ltd.’s Susy application
works to detect signs of sustained
low mood, stress, and anxiety in
conversations with employees.
When the application recognizes
a potential problem, it offers
to connect the employee with
someone who can help.
Read more

Watson Patterns

Expert
Assist with
Visual
Recognition

The value of an
iOS visual assistant
Conversational chatbots have quickly
become one of the most effective
ways to increase engagement and
improve user experience. Oftentimes,
however, users run into situations
that require a chatbot to understand
what they’re looking at in order to
successfully work through a problem.

Build a chatbot that can understand
images, extract key insights, and
provide valuable answers for users
— from relevant documentation to
next-steps in a process.

When it comes to assistance
with vehicle damage, equipment
inspection, or identifying a missing
package, extracting information from
visual content is critical.

Learn more

When chatbots can understand and
provide guidance on photos they
receive, customers and employees
are able to get the answers they need
– faster and more easily. Add to that
the convenience and portability of
mobile, and you have an even better
user experience. This is the value of
an iOS visual assistant.

— Webinar: How to Sell Visual
Recognition with Expert Assist
— Wiki: Expert Assist Business
Solution
— Blog: AI Everywhere with IBM
— Watson and Apple Core ML Code
Pattern:
Analyze industrial equipment for
defects
— Code Pattern:
Classify vehicle damage

Our solution
Building an Expert Assist business
solution that’s customized with
Visual Recognition enables users
to take photos on iOS devices and
automatically receive relevant
insights from internal repositories,
helping them get the answers they’re
looking for in minutes.

How do these technologies work
together?
Watson Assistant powers the basic
Q&A using intents, relationships, and
the natural language capabilities of a
chatbot. The solution can be custombuilt with instruction to call on Visual
Recognition when a user responds to a
chat with an image. Visual Recognition
can be trained to recognize any
organization’s custom content (like
types of cars, damage levels, product
portfolios, and more), which enables the
service to identify and categorize the

relevant objects in the photo. Now
that the system understands the
image a user has sent, it can call
on the Watson Discovery Service
to mine related documents and
retrieve the information necessary
to guide users.
As a result, the chatbot can
immediately provide detailed
answers and help identify a
user’s next steps — all through an
intuitive, conversational experience.

Watson Patterns

Top use cases

Expert
Assist with
Visual
Recognition

Integrating Visual Recognition with
Expert Assist can improve daily
workflows across multiple functions:
1. Customer experience
Improve customer support by offering
image analysis, enabling customers
to receive real-time help with issues
requiring an expert’s eye to solve.
Working with IBM, Autoglass
Bodyrepair has built a solution that
classifies images based on the type,
location, and severity of damage to an
automobile. Now, their customers are
able to upload a photo of car damage
to Autoglass Bodyrepair’s website and
receive a quote in a matter of seconds.

Contact us
For more information regarding
Expert Assist, built with Visual
Recognition, please contact:
Reid Francis
(OM for Watson Business
Solutions)
Patrice Scully
(Business Owner for Expert Assist)

In Brazil, Volkswagen has built a
“Cognitive Manual” for its Virtus
model. The application is trained
on the car’s manual to answer
customer questions about the
automobile and its features. Watson
Visual Recognition also enables the
application to recognize up to 30
lights from the car’s dashboard. As
a result, customers can easily take a
picture of a light on their dashboard
(the gas light or ABS light, for
example) and send it through the app
for a quick explanation of the light’s
meaning and a recommendation for
how to address it.
2. Employees in the field
Empower field service employees to

work on-site on their iOS devices
— and keep domain knowledge,
technician guidance, and large
quantities of product documentation
at their fingertips, even in remote
locations.
Working with one of the largest
beverage corporations in the world,
IBM built a solution that augments
the expertise of maintenance
technicians who visit restaurants
and repair the beverage equipment.
The solution provides technicians
with an iOS app that can identify
the model of each machine and the
parts that need replacing, and can
help diagnose issues and coach the
technician through troubleshooting
and repair. As a result, the technician
can work more efficiently than ever
before.

3. Manufacturing and quality
control
Increase the operational efficiency
and error-proofing of manufacturing
by training your solution to visually
inspect product parts and detect for
nonconformance.
Manufacturing inspections and
quality control require highly
specific details to be quickly and
accurately identified, oftentimes
relying on humans to do so.
Teaming Expert Assist with Visual
Recognition can help employees
quickly detect quality issues with
confidence.

Watson Patterns

The problem

Watson
Assistant
& Language
Translator

Oftentimes, conversational interfaces
are limited to interactions in one
language. Globalization and the
internet have allowed people all
around the globe to communicate
with ease. The barriers enterprises
face when developing chatbots
include multiple languages and
industry-specific jargon. These
types of problems are complex, but
when they’re solved the right way,
enterprises can tap into entirely new
markets.

Easily build a chatbot that can converse
with users in multiple languages for the
optimal customer experience.

Learn More
— Demo: Multilingual Chatbot with
— Watson Assistant and
Language Translator
— Code on GitHub: Multilingual Chatbot
— Blog: Build Multilingual Chatbots

Contact Us
For more information regarding
Watson Assistant with Watson
Language Translator or any of our
other services, please contact your
Watson Sales Representative.

Although your company may have
the documentation and resources
available to answer questions in one
language, it’s difficult and costly
to replicate the data in additional
languages. As a result, businesses
are limited in their access to
untapped global markets.

When a user poses a question in their
native language, Watson Language
Translator can immediately translate
it into the language on which the
chatbot has been trained. Since a
chatbot is trained to handle phrases
and match them with intent, Watson
Assistant will be able to correctly
identify the intent, even if there is a
slight change in translation.
Once the intent is identified, the
chatbot will return a response in its
trained language. Watson Language
Translator will then translate and
seamlessly return the response back
in the language in which the user.
By integrating Watson Language
Translator into service workflow,
users can quickly deploy chatbots
that are capable of handling
interactions in multiple languages —
with no additional training required.

Our solution

The benefit

Pairing Watson Assistant and Watson
Language Translator enables you to
quickly build multilingual, domainspecific chatbots to answer user
questions in real-time.

Customer-centricity is a crucial
practice in any industry. Whether you
operate in travel and transportation,
hospitality, tourism, customer
service, or media and entertainment,
appealing to a global audience is key
to differentiation in the market.

How do these technologies work
together?
Watson Assistant powers the chatbot.
The chatbot answers basic questions
in natural languages using the intents
and relationships in which it is trained.

By engaging customers in their native
language, businesses can increase
personalization and improve user
experience across all communication
channels.

Sample workflow
1. Train chatbot in English (or the
language of your choice).
2. Translate the output
responses that were defined
in the chatbot using Watson
Language Translator.
3. Review the responses.
4. If the translated responses
seem less fluid or not domainspecific, create a forced
glossary for those responses.
Each response that is customized
with a forced glossary will always
be translated in the defined
manner. This forced glossary
ensures that the responses are
always accurate.
5. You now have a multilingual
chatbot, enabling you to
increase your reach to global
customers and personalize
experiences.
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